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“Nee-naw Sam, Mummy” proclaims 22 month old Big
Son as he wrestles with the hose-pipe, spraying
vastly more water over his own top than over the

soapy wheel arches. He loves water, so much so that he insists
on spending most of his time under water when we go swim-
ming, so these kind of water-based antics are common place to
say the least. When the car is finally clean, he is soaked.  

Even his nappy is hanging off him, unable I’m certain to hold a
drop more. “Drive car, beep beep” he says leaving puddles behind
him as he heads for the driver’s seat. Having come out of the hose
battle relatively unscathed he is now eager for the next challenge,
the puddles left in his wake thwart this on the basis of my Mazda’s
cloth seats alone. 

Bella, on the other hand is sat at the sidelines watching her broth-
er’s antics, safe in the knowledge the water has been put away for
another day and she really does hold the trump card; she is dry. 

Just as we are getting cleaned up Nanny Alex breezes in, she is
picking up the late shift as my A+E rota is very much dictating our
lives at the moment. The shift pattern is relentless and she really is
the 5th wheel on this wagon, the wheel keeping us on the straight
and narrow till normality is restored. We exchange the essential
pieces of information regarding food, naps and nappies while I
gather together my scrubs and generally get myself sorted for my
4pm-1am shift. “Mummy I don’t want you to go to work” says Bella
clinging to my leg.   How do I explain to my 3 year old daughter
that whilst she sleeps I will be thick in the middle of all the acci-
dents, emergencies, disasters of the self-induced and truly tragic
kind; that whilst she sleeps this City comes alive in the most spec-
tacular fashion. 

As I walk on to the shop floor I try to ignore the pained look of
relatives standing by their loved ones trolleys, waiting for one of
the 18 coveted cubicles to free up so they can move up the peck-
ing order of when they are seen. What they don’t realise is being
assigned to the corridor waiting area is in fact a blessing, albeit a
small one as there really is no dignity in taking up this position. But
being in a suitably low triage category to be deemed fit to wait is
a reasonable consolation in my eyes.

I pick up the next card to be seen after the cursory exchange of
pleasantries, everyone is feeling the pressure from the 73 patients
waiting to be seen. This shift, the back shift, is like the twilight zone
in every possible sense. To expect anything less would be foolish. 

My patient is a 19 year old student, he is here because his mum
twisted his arm. He does not lose much time in telling me this is
the last place he wants to be and the number of times he says
“everything will be alright” does little to reassure me that it will be if
I let him home but I appreciate the effort he goes to. For this
young man has been diving over the weekend, exploring a wreck
at close to 60m and regaling the tales of what he saw. The words
come out as a jumble, he is a little disorientated and wants to lie
down as the dizziness resides when horizontal. He is less con-
cerned by the aching back, knees and shoulders, he is trying to tot
up the car park charges instead.  I gently try to break it to him that
he has the staggers and the bends.  His guffaw is astonishingly
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Alex, aged 2, post water fight!
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loud, followed closely by a monologue not dissimilar to
Wikipedia’s entry on decompression sickness. There is no doubt
his knowledge on the subject far exceeds mine however the
symptoms he describes as being a typical case are his history of
presenting complaint verbatim. 

I decide to ring the on-call hyperbaric consultant for the coun-
try; we’re in to the hen’s teeth material here which makes me feel
a little better.  His questions regarding dive profile and dive buddy
on the other hand don’t. The craziness of the situation continues
to escalate as I then dial 999 to request the assistance of the coast-
guard in providing life-boat transport to my young patient as the
nearest hyperbaric chamber is on a nearby island with twice daily
ferries. These I’m informed have long since been and gone. 

As his ambulance to the life-boat station leaves the bat phone
goes. “Over and out” says the charge nurse, “see you in resus”.  The

consultant ushers me into the resuscitation area, “will I be your side-
kick?” I ask and he grins at me, “not a chance, I’m going to be
yours”.  As I put my gloves and apron on fearing the worst what I
don’t realise is that I’ll not leave this area now for the duration of
my shift.  The city is wakening up now and the night is going to be
a long one.

Around 2am I quietly let myself in the front door.  It has been a
busy shift but sleep could not be further from my mind.  The irony
is not lost on me that after a day dealing with the highs and lows
of playing with water, I am sat here with a glass of wine.  “Youth is
intoxication without wine” is a wonderful saying which seeps
through my hazy fatigue, my sleeping little ones are the epitome
of this for they find the greatest of pleasure in the simplest of
things.

Bella, aged 3


